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Quality, security, reliability

Management of a potentially unlimited number of IP 

Megapixel cameras and NVR devices 

Available for standard hw or virtual platforms  

Centralized control of access to live streams, 

recordings and alarms 

Server redundancy to eliminate problems caused by 

failures, lack of connection, blackout 

Compliant with privacy regulations with scheduled 

overwriting of recordings  

PC Client, Web Client and Mobile Client (iOS and 

Android)  

Client for remote decoder management and screen/
video-wall viewing  

Settable, self-balancing video-quality and bandwidth  

Management of connections to AiVu-NVR devices in 

unicast, multicast and broadcast mode  

H264 / WebM streaming integrated inside the browser 
without the use of plugins 

AiVu-VMS is an application meant for the 
management, viewing and transfer of video-streams 

from cameras and devices of a video-surveillance 

network.  

A reliable, high-performance video-management 

solution that includes all functionalities required for 

the configuration of devices, the management of user 
profiles, the distribution of video and the storage of 

recordings.  

AiVu-VMS is available on virtual platforms or standard 

servers. Thanks to a highly-scalable server 
architecture, AiVu-VMS supports an unlimited number 

of video-cameras and devices, thereby allowing for 

the creation of multi-site and/or multi-server all-

needs-addressed solutions.  

Front-end generates HTML/HTML5 pages for remote 

access from PC clients and mobile devices. AiVu-VMS 

also manages access by external networks to 
resources via a proxy module, without direct access to 

video-cameras and connected NVR video-recorders.  

AiVu-VMS is an open platform designed for integration 

into third-party applications (supervisory systems, 

access control systems, alarm control units, etc.) 



AiVu-VMS architecture

Ideal for distributed and large-scale applications  

AiVu-VMS is based on a client-server architecture to provide 

maximum flexibility, customization and integration. 

A single AiVu-VMS  server can manage many distributed 

recording NVR devices efficiently managing all connected 

devices, independent of the system’s size and geographical 

distribution. 

Distributed solutions can be designed to employ several 

AiVu-VMS servers organized in a parent-child hierarchy, 

allowing to create efficient and cost-effective "Enterprise” 

solutions: all features provided by the distributed 
subsystems can be managed by a single VMS center with no 

need for additional servers or specific network devices. 

The great performance of AiVu-VMS  and the wide variety of 

features ensure the transmission of video streams to 

decoders for display on monitors and access to live and 

recorded streams both from fixed workstations and from 

mobile devices of security personnel, allowing to reduce 

response times. 

Furthermore, AiVu-VMS integrates video wall controller 

features specific to control rooms, allowing operators to 

constantly control monitored areas, to share in real time 

information, live and recorded video streams, images and 

alarms and to coordinate at best the response procedures in 

case of any event. 
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Maximum protection of video streams by separating the 
LAN network to which video cameras are connected 

(network accessible only through AiVu-VMS) from the WAN 

network providing access to the Internet. 

Secure web client access via connections based on HTTPS 

and SSL protocols, providing greater security to data 
browsing and transfer. 

Integrity of the software preventing any external access, 

tampering or installation of malicious software.  

Advanced password management: use of complex 

passwords composed of alphanumeric characters, non-

recoverable access credentials, no default passwords, 

setting of expiration date of credentials 

Cybersecurity first 



Advanced permission management 

AiVu-VMS allows system administrators to define different 

levels of access to the features of AiVu-VMS, based on the 

tasks of users or according to a hierarchical structure. 

Access to video cameras, to stored video recordings, to the 

alarm console and to the system configuration interface can 
all be set based on corporate and/or operational needs. 

Interactive maps 

AiVu-VMS improves the user experience by supporting static 
maps and on-line mapping services such as Open Street 

Map to provide an overview of the monitored video sites. All 

is required is to define the layout of the monitored areas (for 

example buildings, warehouses, large open areas, etc.), 

upload the maps of interest (for example the single floors of 
a building) then simply just drag and drop on the maps 

icons corresponding to deployed video cameras and NVR 

devices. 

Monitoring procedures are furthermore simplified by the 

possibility of displaying the map of monitored sites directly 
on the home page of the interface: with just a few clicks it is 

possible to access images and respond to any event as 

quickly and efficiently as possible. 

Decoder management 

A dedicated tool allows to send live and/or recorded 
streams to connected decoders to display images on 

monitors. All is required is to select the video cameras of 

interest (and the time interval in case of recordings) and 
drag and drop in the layout of the decoder to automatically 

display the video stream on the monitor. 

AiVu-VMS features
Great performance 

AiVu-VMS acquires, converts and records video streams with 

a frame rate up to 30 frames per second at standard 

resolution (for analog video cameras) or megapixel 

resolution (for IP video cameras). 

The employed algorithms allow to define the bandwidth for 
communication, the amount of disk space to occupy in case 

of local recording and the video quality. 

User-friendly interface  

A front-end interface accessible from any browser allows for 

displays of live, recordings and alarms and includes a full 
range of tools tailored to the needs of distributed and large-
scale video-surveillance solutions. This interface guarantees 

overall management of any connected device, 

independently of system size.  

Easy access to recordings  

The recording archive is divided in time intervals to simplify 

browsing and not require to view large amounts of 
recordings. The advanced search tools allow to very easily 

find significant events, by selecting recordings based on 

date, time or video camera of interest. Recordings of 
interest can be downloaded quickly and easily by using a 

dedicated selection form. 

Simultaneous display of multiple video cameras  

The multi-tail mode allows security personnel to 

simultaneously view up to 6 live or recorded streams. The 

use of timelines and time filters makes video streams 

selection as simple as possible. 

 

 

 



Privacy time intervals 

To provide maximum privacy, AiVu-VMS can prevent access 

to images from connected video cameras during given time 

intervals, granting access to live streams, recordings and 

alarms only at certain times (for example during the opening 

hours of offices or public buildings, or at night time). Using a 
dedicated configuration tool, system administrators can 

manage access to video streams and grant access only to 

selected video cameras or only to certain user groups. 

Alarm Manager 

AiVu-VMS allows for real-time management of alarms 
generated by signal loss, connection failure or status 
changes of digital input (e.g. automatic actions such as 

doors opening / closing or light/acoustic warning signals). 

Integration with motion detection sw modules is available as 

an option. Alarm signals, except for video or network failures, 
are automatically coupled with relevant video recordings. 

Past log search tools facilitate the viewing of selected alarm 

signals by date, time, alarm type and camera. 

AiVu-VMS allows for the creation and management of user 
lists of recipients of automatic alarm notifications. Email or 

sms warnings will be sent to mobile devices of security staff 
for prompt inspection, thus avoiding the need for fixed 

workstations and reducing emergency intervention times.  

Video camera patrols 

AiVu-VMS simplifies the monitoring procedures of security 

personnel by providing a patrol feature, which is a cyclic 
display of live images from a set of video cameras installed in 

the monitored areas. 

The patrol editor, available in the frontend interface of AiVu-

VMS, allows to select the video cameras of interest and to 

define the display layout (full screen or multi-monitor 
display) and the display duration (dwell time) for each video 

stream composing the patrol. 

Patrols, which are sent to decoders for display on monitors, 

allow to check monitored areas without having to plan 

inspections on the field carried out by specifically-sent 

guards. 

Patrols can be set at given times and intervals, according to a 

site’s operating schedule or to specific company needs, or 

they can be activated arbitrarily by control center operators. 

 

AiVu-VMS features
Data backup 

The Backup option allows to save the current configuration 
of the database containing the AiVu-VMS system data. In 

fact all AiVu-VMS configurations are stored in a DB, of which 

it is advisable to make a backup to be used in case of faults 

or problems with the server. 

A daily backup of the database is automatically created and 
stored as a .gpg file (encrypted and non-editable) which can 

be downloaded and used to restore the server in case of 

need. 

AiVu-Norm 

The demultiplexer acts as a proxy for managing access to 

video streams from any video server or IP video camera 
compatible with the AiVu system (when no AiVu-NVR devices 

are involved): when two or more clients simultaneously 

request the display of a same video stream, AiVu-Norm 

connects to the device forwarding a single request and it 
retransmits the video stream using the format and 

resolution parameters requested by the clients. 

AiVu-Norm manages requests toward any supported device 
and is capable of re-encoding video streams in the WebM 

and MJPG formats, providing access to images even from 

mobile devices. 

AiVu-Demux 

AiVu-Demux manages access to footage from video-

cameras connected to an AiVu-NVR without re-compressing 

images: with multiple simultaneous client requests for the 
same stream, AiVu-Demux forwards one request and 

returns footage to clients according to parameters (format, 
resolution and frame rate) set for a selected camera. 



Optionals

Vehicle license plate recognition 

AiVu-VMS integrates video cameras for 

the recognition of license plates and/

or ADR codes (dangerous goods), 
associating the acquired information 

(license plate, date/time, etc.) with the 
video recording corresponding to 

each vehicle. 

AiVu-VMS is set up for connection with 

official databases for the real-time 

verification of information associated 
with the detected license plate 

(validity of insurance, vehicle 

inspection, etc.). 

This feature is a reliable tool meant for 

security and traffic management 
personnel which simplifies any 

inspection and identification 

procedure. 

Video wall management 

AiVu-VMS integrates a controller 
specifically designed by Aitek for 

control rooms, where a large number 

of streams from IP video cameras or 
video servers must be displayed on 
the monitors composing a video wall. 
AiVu-VMS provides control room 

operators with real-time access to all 
available information: live streams, 

recordings, alarms, maps and all the 

tools allowing constant control over 

monitored areas. 

Digital I/O management 

AiVu-VMS allows to associate an 

input/output signal to a video camera, 

i.e. sending a command to a remote 
device by pressing a dedicated 

button. For example, an opening 
command to a gate in the view of a 

video camera can be sent by simply 

clicking a button in the interface video 

viewer. 

Tracking 
AiVu-VMS can be employed to 

manage mobile video surveillance 
systems (such as those on board 

public transport, company vehicle 

fleets, security service vehicles) or to 
implement solutions which acquire 

images from smartphones or tablets. 

By using dynamic maps, a dedicated 

section of the AiVu-VMS interface 

allows to monitor the path of video 
recording devices installed on board 

vehicles and to browse images 
acquired from connected video 

cameras. 

People/vehicle counting 

By integrating dedicated video cameras produced by leading manufacturers, AiVu-VMS provides a 

reliable tool for automatically counting the number of people or vehicles passing through a gate or 

detecting the number of people inside the area monitored by the video camera. 



Customisable user-interface with access to system functionalities based on user profile level 

https protocol connection for secure data access and transfer 

Configuration and management of multiple users and user-groups with different access levels to system functionalities 

Multi-language support 

Reporting tools for checking system status 

Integrated applet to display footage including all player controls  

PTZ camera controls  

Simultaneous display of different live streams in multi-tail mode 

Customised menu for the selection of cameras according to logics, site and type of camera   

Image cropping for greater detail  

User-friendly selection and downloading of recordings  

Advanced management of setting parameters, including copying configurations from one device to another 

Advanced management of access rights, including copying permissions from one group to another  

Creation of scheduled patrols for cyclic viewing of live from selected cameras 

Setting of privacy time-intervals when access to live, recordings and alarms are disabled for all/some users 

Image encryption to guarantee image integrity and access by authorised users only to prevent tampering and deleting 

System configuration backup can be used in case of failure and server malfunction 

Log files to display past activities performed by users 

Control of video streams via mouse, joystick or through third-party interfaces 

AiVu-VMS technical features 

The AiVu software is compatible with 

all video camera and video server 
models compliant with ONVIF 2.0 

profiles S and G produced by the main 

industry-leading manufacturers. 
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